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About This Content

Support Spellsworn and get unique cosmetic items and Soundtrack!

Join the fray as either The Archon, a wizard powerful enough to reach the ruling class of the wizardkind, or the Firbog, a nature
spirit consumed by flames and fury!

The Collector’s Edition contains:
The Archon (unique skin)
The Firbog (unique skin)

The Time Capsule (unique staff)
The Effigy (unique staff)

The Original Spellsworn Soundtrack

Note: If you purchased the game before launch you automatically get The Collector’s Edition for free.
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Title: Spellsworn - Collector's Edition
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Frogsong Studios AB
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64bit)

Processor: Dual core from Intel or AMD at 2.8 GHz

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600/9600GT, ATI/AMD Radeon HD2600/3600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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Alright lets do this then.

Gameplay:

Its Ys, its fast paced and challenging but fair. The controls are really smooth, the characters are all good and the boss fights are a
major treat with the exception of one boss who has a little too much HP, at least from my experience. Going around completing
quests in trails in the sky fashion is also a bonus. The areas are all really interesting and fun and you can even find optional boss
fights. The gameplay, which is the most important thing in a Ys game is fantastic as ever here.

The soundtrack:
Its Ys.......come on of course its amazing. I was rocking the entire way through.

The story:
Ohhhhh boy...... Look we don't play Ys for its story but this game really by the numbers. And I will say this right now, it has one
of the most rushed endings I have ever seen in a falcom game. It just......ends. The characters have decently interesting dialogue
between them and I do like them for that. Also while not as detailed as the trails games, the NPCs have arcs. And one character
General Leo is easily my favorite character from this game. We see a decent amount of him but I really wish he had more
screen time. He is one of those comic releaf characters that are also very capable on their own right.

So overall my opinion of this game is very positive. I still prefer Ys Origin but out of all the Ys games that I have played this is
probably my second favorite one. It has a certain charm to it that no other Ys games have for me.. If Othello was an arcade
shooter.. Very good game.. This game makes zero sense. It's like the text was written by someone who doesn't speak English.. I
finished the main game and then bought both DLCs. I first played Legend of Dead Kel and found it interesting and worth it.
The Teeth of Naros however is complete garbage from start to finish. Boring, annoying and just pointless. At least Dead Kel
was an interesting villain. This DLC had no clear villain and felt completely pointless. I had no idea what my ultimate goal was
except to just help the native stone people with their god problems. Also the start of this DLC was stupid. You join an
'expedition' which has just 3 other people(all of whom die quickly on the way). There didn't seem to be any point to their
existence.

The worst part of this DLC was how that most of my time was spent just running around everywhere. They wanted the player to
keep on running especially in the last battle where you have to enter a cavern and keep running and fighting countless enemies
and then defeat the boss. Then once you defeat the boss you have to run all the way back which takes forever and is just
annoying. Most of this DLC consisted of running around caverns or sewers and pressing E at some relic and then running all the
way back.

Overall this DLC just left me bored and frustrated and I do not recommend it at all even on sale. Better to play the other DLC
which is Legend of Dead Kel.. Great concept, however player community is pretty much dead from what I can tell. All I seem
to find are low player count matches where there are frequent "team up" situations. I would say this game has been abandoned
by the devs. They failed to add AI players and thus have allowed the game to die.. One of my all time favorites, I used a
spreadsheet to calculate demand/supply and programmed an algorithm to optimize trade routes based on my calculated values..
I've never thought that killing myself could be that cute and fun!
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It's not bad But there are many better things to play.. Hey ... it's Boulderdash! I like it!. Meh, I only played this for the
achievements and wish I hadn't. Not very fun.

5/10. This program is a gift from god, It's too good to be true, It always updates EVERYTHING that needs to be updated with
no exeptions. Some very important drivers got corrupted on my PC and it was a large amount I couldn't do anything. I ran this
program and after I rebooted everything was working as it should It replaced all corrupted drivers, highly recommended!.
Gorgeus with focus on high quality detail.
Must play for those who love eyecatching games with clever puzzles.
One of the best up to day.
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